PRESS RELEASE

CVSNT downloaded over 1.4 million times in past year.

25th August 2005: March Hare Software today announced that software developers have downloaded more than 1.4 million copies of CVSNT since their partnership with the project began just one year ago.

"CVSNT has become the software development industries number one version control tool in just one year", said Arthur Barrett, Product Manager at March Hare. "Software developers choose to acquire CVSNT more often than any similar software."

CVSNT gives software developers the same familiar syntax and reliability as CVS with innovative features, support for Linux, Unix, Mac OS X and Windows, seamless integration with development environments such as Eclipse and support for industry best practice in Software Configuration Management.

With CVSNT 2.5, software developers have a tool that increases their productivity and helps them to manage development and delivery of multiple projects. March Hare Software provides support 24 hours a day in UK, Europe, North America and Asia Pacific.

http://www.march-hare.com/cvspro/

Pricing and Availability

CVSNT server and client is open source (GPL) software available free of charge. Professional support is available from £17 per user per month from March Hare Software.

CVSNT server and client are available pre-compiled and ready to run for Windows, HPUX, Solaris, Red Hat Linux, Mac OS X and IBM iSeries OS/400. CVSNT command line client and server can be downloaded from http://march-hare.com/cvspro, and CVSNT client is the engine included in downloads of TortoiseCVS and WinCVS.
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